
Dinner was some kind of chicken. Or at least I thought it was a chicken. There were times when it was just best to 
not look too closely at what Kai offered me to eat. I’d learned from experience he not only had an iron stomach but 
also a questionable idea of what constituted as food. There were times when I thought he was pulling a prank on 
me but after knowing him for more than a few months, I realized he literally ate everything and anything offered up 
as a meal. 

Regardless of its dubious origins. 

Since making his acquaintance, he’s fed me wondrous things like sushi burritos and carne asada fries as well as 
lau lau and pho bo kho. Unfortunately, Kai has inordinate fondness of less palatable things like rolled flat cuttlefish 
jerky drenched in sugar and soy sauce, canned peas swimming in mayonnaise, and my personal, all time least 
favorite thing I have ever been given to eat, a roasted beetle maggot the size of a large carp served with a side of 
chili oil. 

This was offered up to us while standing next to an understreet kiosk, waiting for Cari to finish shopping at a witch 
supply store. Kai handed over the money to the little old lady manning the wheeled cart, accepting the bulbous 
white lump with a murmur of pleasure, thanking her profusely when she slathered it with the hot red sauce I soon 
learned was a close approximation to sipping lava. I took the bite he offered me, eating it off of the fork he’d just 
had in his open mouth and I could taste him on the bit of flesh he held out, a kiss of cinnamon and cloves on the 
plastic tines. Then the taste of the gelatinous flesh hit and I ran to find someplace to be sick. By the time I came 
back, he had finished his meal and was now scouring the kiosks for something sweet. 

That was his one weakness. Besides throwing himself at impossible flights. Kai Gracen loved chocolate. 

So, I made sure to bring some with me on this trip. 

I cut my teeth and paid my dues some of the most nerve-racking, mind bending politically fraught arenas and I’d 
been taught to exploit the weaknesses of both my enemies and friends but this was different. I’d first given him 
chocolate as a way to build a bridge between us, hoping to take advantage of his somewhat feral nature and have 
him acquaint me with pleasure of his favorite treat yet knowing him, growing to know him, I now brought some 
along simply because I knew it made him happy. 

I loved to see him happy. I didn’t think he got enough of it and if anyone deserved a bit of joy, it was Kai. 

Even if he fought tooth and nail every step of the way. 

“Do you think the watering hole will be enough of a lure?” I asked, pounding in another stake into the ground with 
the rubber mallet Kai gave me. Once we had them in place around the car, they would serve as an activated 
boundary, keeping wildlife away. Or at least that’s what I was told in theory. It was always my experience things 
never seemed to work as they were intended. For all I knew, they were meant to draw the allegedly pygmy unicorns 
to us so we could document their existence. “It’s kind of like trying to capture a cloud, isn’t it? We know nothing 
about their feeding patterns or mating rituals. You’re out here chasing shadows.” 

“Yeah but it’s a job and I took it,” Kai murmured from his crouch near one of the ice coolers he was using as a table, 
working the flesh free from the bones of the creature he’d brought back after five minutes of hunting. He worked 
swiftly, dumping the bones into a pot of water while setting the chunks of meat into a basket made of foil sheets. 
“Let me finish up with this and I will bury it under the coals of a fire to cook. It’ll be done in a couple of hours. Just in 
time for us to get settled and begin our watch. Watering holes usually get visited at dawn or dusk so we’ll want to 
be in the car by then. We’re far enough above the rise to not bother anything coming down to drink. Anywhere 
closer and we would  spook them. It’s why I had us up on the cliffs over there but I can’t trust you not to jump off of 
them again.” 

I said nothing. Sometimes silence was the best option. His skill with the knife was scary and not for the first time I 
wondered at the sanity of falling for a man who could slit my throat before I blinked. On the other hand, those skills 



kept us alive in some of the most precarious situations and despite my pushing every single one of his buttons — a 
very quaint human phrase — he hadn’t stabbed or shot me yet. 

Yet. 

“What exactly are we eating?” I pounded in the last stake, activating the glyph on its top, bringing the warding circle 
up around us. It was elfin magic but low-level enough I hoped it wouldn’t bother Kai. He had an adverse reaction to 
the arcane, some of it because it tangled with his chimera nature but mostly because of his repulsion and the 
memories of how his own father used blood magics to torture him. “It looks like a bird.” 

“Nope. It’s actually lizard. Not sure what kind but it was fat and we have an added bonus of unfertilized eggs.” He 
grinned at me, plopping a handful of yellow orbs he’d pulled from the creature’s innards into a skillet. They rolled 
around, coming to rest near pieces of onion he’d chopped up earlier. “Now, I just need to find where I put the dried 
sparrow spit.” 


